FROZEN   CREDITS  BRING JAPAN*   C! OSE  TO   BANKRUPTCY	30!
Radio news from London to-night reports a story in the London
Daily Mail that at a dinner last night I had expressed the belief that
an agreement would be reached between the United States* ami
Japan. In the course of an informal and off-the-record talk to tiic
annual meeting of the American Association, composed exclusively
of American citizens, to which I requested that'no publicity l.'e
given, I repeated what Secretary Hull had said in press conference
on September 13 with regard to the exploratory talks, and added:
" We would like to see a happy adjustment of relations, severely
strained during these past years, but such an adjustment depends
on the settling of many issues, and those issues in turn depend on
many factors which greatly complicate our efforts and subject our
exertions to great "difficulties. I cannot tell you what the eventual
outcome will be ; I do not know ; nobody knows."
Later in the talk I said : "I have never believed that our two
countries would come to a break ; I do not think so now. Let us have
the faith that can move mountains and perhaps we shall be successful
in moving those veritable mountains. I think we shall in the end
succeed."
The talk dealt in detail with Japan's policy and actions during
the past several years which have brought our relations to their
present pass. Reference was also made to the view of the American
Government that the foundation for any international building
must rest on certain basic principles in international dealing and that
with those principles there can be no compromise.
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According to information received by a member of my staff from
what is regarded as a very reliable source, the amount of foreign
exchange available to the Japanese Government now is approximately
20,000 reichsmarks, and under the circumstances the Japanese
Government will be unable to avoid defaulting on contracts calling for
foreign exchange on maturity. The freezing regulations which were
put into effect by the United States, Great Britain, and the Netherlands
East Indies have completely cut off any exchange transactions in the
currencies of those countries, and in addition have greatly reduced
transactions in the currencies of South American countries. Ac-
cording to this informant, his own contracts involve foreign exchange
totalling approximately five million Swedish kronen, and during
recent months Japanese purchases of Swedish goods have been
primarily financed through Berlin, presumably through German
advanced credits.
The Japanese have been informed recently by the Germans that
these credits are now frozen and are to be used only to finance the
purchase of German goods. According to our informant it is possible

